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Abstract: This papyrus introduces the fractal element of inter-connectivity which
is usually left out in theoretical discussions of African fractals design features –
infinity, fractional dimensions, recursiveness, self-similarity, and scaling. The
papyrus argues that it is the neglected element of inter-connectivity that is crucial
in understanding the African origin of artificial intelligence by bringing together
the infinite fractional dimensions of recursive, self-similar and scaled designs to
make for a holistic interpretation. The papyrus briefly introduces the five
principles of fractal designs in addition to the sixth principle being highlighted
here. The papyrus explores the theoretical debates about the originality of fractal
designs compared to assumptions of the mimicry of nature as the source of the
nonlinear logic of fractals in Africana Arts and Sciences. Then the papyrus offers
an innovative explanation of why fractal designs are common among people of
African descent. The papyrus is illustrated with examples in architecture, quilts,
literature, games, bronze-casting, music, politics, STEM, and sculpture
exhibited in the global African presence. In conclusion, the papyrus calls for the
African contributions to artificial intelligence to be recognized through reparative
royalties to African communities from social media giants.
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